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Step 1 - Download mobile applications and grant
phone permissions
1. Download the TILES mobile application. You will receive an email that contains a link to
download the TILES application.
a. Read through the consent form, take a study comprehension quiz, and provide
consent to participate in the study
b. Turn on notifications from the TILES application
2. Turn on location services on your phone. Note: your location information will not be stored if
you do not grant the research team access to GPS location on the consent form, however,
you will still be asked to turn on location services on your phone.
3. Download the Fitbit application, create a Fitbit account, and grant permissions
4. Download the OMsignal application
5. Download the RealizD mobile application and read a note about sending information from
this application at the end of the study. Note: RealizD always needs to be running in the
background, throughout the entire study duration. It always needs to be running to collect
usage data (like how many times you’ve picked up your phone) from the phone
6. Grant access to Facebook and Instagram (if you have either)
7. Sign up for an in-person enrollment session at Keck Medical Center
a. You can sign up for an in-person enrollment session by clicking on a link in the
TILES application

Step 2 - Attend your in-person enrollment session
1. After you have signed up for an in-person enrollment session that will take place at Keck
Medical Center, you will attend your 2 hour enrollment session on the day and time that you
select.
2. When you come into the session, members of the research team will have you open the
TILES application and go to the activity feed. From here, members of the research team will
verify that you have completed consent.
a. If consent has not yet been completed, you will be asked to complete the consent
process.
3. Next, you will complete the Initial Ground Truth Survey. This survey will be administered
under the supervision of a trained member of the research team, and will take about 1 hour
to complete. You will complete the survey on a laptop or desktop computer.
a. The survey will ask about standard personal information, logic, personality, alcohol
use, tobacco use, physical activity, sleep, affect, anxiety, task performance at work,
and work behavior.
4. After you complete the Initial Ground Truth Survey, you will learn about the Brief Daily
Surveys that you will complete on your mobile phone for the duration of the data collection
period (10 weeks).
5. Next, members of the research team will also verify that you have given the appropriate
permissions and downloaded the mobile applications described above. If you have not yet
given permissions and downloaded the applications, you will be asked to do so at that time.
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You will also be asked to leave your WiFi turned on on your mobile phone throughout the
duration of the study. Note: Your WiFi will need to be turned on because all of the data that
is transmitted from the 3rd party apps (like Fitbit) to the cloud should happen over WiFi
6. You will be given wearable sensors that collect physical and environmental information.
Sensor fitting, training, and adjustment will be done during this enrollment session.
a. In the rare event that the available sensors do not fit or work properly, the research
team may decide to end your participation in the study at that time. More detail
about these sensors is provided in the proceeding sections of this document.
7. After receiving the wearable sensors, being appropriately fit with the sensors, and being
trained on sensor use, you will learn about the environmental sensors that will be placed at
Keck Medical Center for the duration of your participation in the study (10 weeks).
This will conclude your in-person enrollment session.

Step 3 - Make sure you have all the sensors
At your in-person enrollment session, you will receive the following:
• Fitbit Charge 2 and 1 charger
• OMsignal shirt or bra (5 garments, 1 sensor (OMbox), and 1 USB cable charger)
● Android Jelly and charger
● Charging port

Step 4 - Set up sensors to collect data
SENSOR - OMSIGNAL
●

Setup:
1. Charge your OMbox
To charge your OMbox, connect it to the charging port using the micro USB cable for a
minimum of 20 minutes. It will vibrate once if it is charging. Flip the small plastic latch at
the back of OMbox to find the charger port.
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OMbox (front and back)

Each OMbox comes with a serial number, which is used to identify and connect
the sensor to the smart phone.

OMbox and PIN location

2. Install the Omsignal app

1. When you pair your OMbox to your device, be sure to have your OM
garment and Ombox next to you.
2. When you are in the App store, type “omsignal”. You are looking for the app
with the blue background. Press get. Then press install.

Omsignal app
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3. Once the app is installed, press open. You will then be prompted to enter
your login credentials.

4. Clip your OMbox to the OM shirt or bra. Once you are logged in, your iPhone
will automatically search for OMboxes nearby. Verify the serial number on
your iPhone with the serial number on the OMbox.
5. Click the serial number that corresponds to your OMbox.
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6. You will be prompted to enter a 6-digit pin that is found on the back of your
box. Enter this number and click pair.

7. The OMbox will be unable to connect unless it is attached to your garment.
Attach the OMbox to the garment and click OK.
8. Once it is completely connected, you will feel a vibration in the OMbox.
Your iPhone and OMbox are now paired.
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3. Start Recording
Before your work shift, clip your OMbox to your OM shirt or bra. Make sure the 5
connectors are securely snapped. To securely clip all 5 pins of the OMbox to your OM
shirt or bra, try squeezing the box from both ends when clipping it on. Then, put on your
OM shirt or bra. Tap on the round red button to begin recording your heart rate and
breathing rate.
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4. End Recording
Tap on the square record button to end the recording.

You will receive a message confirming if you want to end the recording. Tap End the
Recording. You may keep the suggested name for the recording as is (Recording 1,2,3
etc.).
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Tap on save to save your recording.

Your data will be synced from the box and sent to the server. Please make sure you
wait patiently until the data is uploaded. It is ideal to stop the recording when you have a
good WiFi connection.
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●

iPhone users will need to set up 2 location based reminders on iOS device to
start/stop recording Omsignal session (use current location or search for Keck)
1. iPhone users should follow the procedures below:
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●

Charging: You can check the battery life of your OMbox by tapping on the box icon in the
top right hand corner of the screen after connecting to the OMsignal app. You can charge
your OMbox using the micro USB cable provided. The cable should be plugged in while
you’re sleeping. A single battery charge usually lasts for about 8-12 hours of continuous
data recording. Use it fully charged to avoid hassles with low battery.

●

Care: Remove the OMbox before you wash/dry the OMsignal shirt or bra. If you use a
washer, make sure you run a cycle with other delicates in cold water and use the gentle
cycle. Do not put the garment in the dryer. Do not wash inside out, wring, bleach, use
fabric softener, iron, or dry clean the garment.

•

Troubleshooting: If your OMbox isn’t connecting, it may be in sleep mode. Try double
tapping it or plugging it into the USB cable to wake it up; it will vibrate once.
Link to FAQ/Troubleshooting: https://omsignal.com/pages/faq
Link to more details: https://omsignal.desk.com/customer/en/portal/articles/2871361omsignal-app-quick-tips
https://omsignal.desk.com/
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SENSOR - FITBIT
●

Setup: The TILES app will prompt you to download the Fitbit app and create a Fitbit
account (if you don’t already have one).

1. Log into the app with your Fitbit account
Log into the app with your Fitbit account. Tap the note card icon in the upper right
corner and select “Set Up a Device”. Pick the “Charge 2” from the list and follow the
instructions on the next few screens. You may have to update the firmware on your
device, but the app will handle this for you. If the app asks you to enable GPS
tracking or data sharing with nearby devices, say no. Please make sure the “AllDay Sync” option is selected on the “Charge 2” screen.
2. Read instructions on how to wear and charge the Fitbit
After the setup and Bluetooth pairing are complete, several screens will show you
how to wear the device and charge it. Please pay careful attention to these screens
and wear the watch on your non-dominant hand beginning on the first day of
data collection from sensors.
●

Charging: A single charge lasts for several days. We encourage you to charge your Fitbit
once every other day. It takes two hours to completely charge the device. If possible,
charge the device when you would not otherwise be able to wear it (e.g., in the shower).

●

Care: Do not submerge the Fitbit in water and do not shower while wearing the device.
Before you put the Fitbit on your wrist every day, make sure the sensor screen on the
bottom is clean by wiping it with a damp cloth. Do not use soap on your Fitbit, as it will
leave behind a film on the device.

●

Troubleshooting: Link to Fitbit Help: http://help.fitbit.com/?c=Topics%3AFAQs

SENSOR – ANDROID JELLY
●

Setup: The Android Jelly will be set up for you by members of the research team. During
your in-person enrollment session, you will be asked to do the following:
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1. Enable TILES Audio app permissions on the Android Jelly during in-person
enrollment session

2. Link the Android Jelly to TILES app during your in-person enrollment session by
clicking TILES App ID in the TILES app.

3. Scan the QR code with the Android Jelly. WiFi should be on and you should be
connected to a WiFi network.
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●

Starting and Stopping a Recording: The AUDIO OFF state is automatically changed
back to AUDIO ON state after 30 minutes.

●

Disabling audio: If you want to disable the audio, simply turn the phone off. Make sure to
turn it on again once you feel comfortable enabling the audio again.

●

Data Uploading: You will need to be connected to WiFi to upload data from the Android
Jelly. Click the upload data button on the Android Jelly when you are at home and the
device is charging.
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If you have not connected to home WiFi on the Android Jelly before, scroll down on
the screen and click the WiFi icon to enable WiFi. Then choose your home WiFi network to
connect. Enter your WiFi password and click the resume button.

If you have connected to home WiFi on the Android Jelly before, click on Upload data
and then click on Start Upload. Hit Pause if you want to cancel the upload.

●

Charging: A red LED light turns on when the Jelly battery is running low. Charge the Jelly
every day using the micro USB cable provided to you. Leave it plugged in while you’re
sleeping. A single battery charge lasts for about 10-14 hours of continuous data recording.
After a full charge, reboot the phone (All the services are killed when the battery is
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below 5%, so it is safer to reboot the phone to make sure that the app is running
correctly). Use the Jelly fully charged and reboot it after charging to avoid
unforeseen software bugs.
●

Care: Make sure that the Jelly phone is charged every day and reboot once before
you wear it. If you don’t want certain conversations to potentially be recorded, turn the
phone off and reboot the phone when you feel comfortable recording again.

●

Troubleshooting: Reboot the phone if it crashes. The app starts to run automatically when the
phone reboots.

Step 5 – Fitting instructions for the Omsignal garment
WOMEN
●

The OMbra is highly customizable. Please make sure you adjust the straps, the cup, and
the clasp appropriately. Below is a summary:
○ Adjustable straps and closure: To make sizing easier, the bra can be adjusted.
○ Cups: The OMbra comes with removable padding to adjust to different cup shapes
and sizes, and to accommodate different climates.
○ Link to video on customizing the wear:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TU3fcWMY-2w (start at 2:00)
○ From the website:
https://omsignal.desk.com/customer/en/portal/articles/2567108-how-do-i-know-if-ihave-the-right-size-ombraFit Tips
The OMbra delivers support, performance, and a serious serving of style, but are you
wearing the right size? Wearing the wrong size could mean poor signal, a key feature of
the OMbra, not to mention a potentially uncomfortable workout. Keep reading to get the
fit 411, straight from the OM Fashion Engineers.
The band:
Too tight: If the band digs into your skin and leaves chafing marks, then it may be too
tight.
Too loose: If the band rides up in the back and there are wrinkles in the fabric, your
band may be too loose. Make sure the band fits flat against your ribcage and fits a little
more snug than a non-sports bra.
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Great fit! If the band is firm fitting and lies straight across your back, you’ve got the right
fit. You should also be able to fit your finger under the band with slight pressure.
The straps:
Too tight: If the band digs into your shoulders, there’s an excessive amount of tissue
bulging from the armpit area or the band sits on your breasts, then your straps may be
too tight.
Too loose: If there’s a gap between the skin and strap while standing straight, and
there’s an excessive amount of wrinkles in one or more places in the fabric, then your
straps may be too loose.
Great fit! If the straps are in constant contact with your skin and you’re able to fit your
finger under the straps with slight pressure, then you’ve got the perfect size.
The cups:
Too small: If your breasts spill out of the cup and feel excessively compressed, then
your cup size may be too small.
Too big: If the cups are too big, there may be one or more big wrinkles in the fabric.
Great fit! If the cups fully cover your breast tissue, sit flush against your skin with a
smooth transition from bra to chest and create an overall nice breast shape, then you’ve
got the perfect fit.

MEN
●

The OMshirt should be tight enough around the rib cage for the electrodes (plastic items
inside the chest band) to have skin contact, but not too tight to produce discomfort over
several hours. If the shirt feels too tight, size up. Remember: You will be using this shirt for
several hours during the day, so it should be comfortable.

Step 7- Fill out the Brief Daily Surveys
Daily Text Message Surveys
Beginning on the first day of data collection from sensors and daily surveys, you will be asked to

complete Brief Daily Surveys on a daily basis for the duration of your participation in the
study (10 weeks). You will receive one surveys per day.
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The Daily Text Message Survey is sent by a text message and asks about environment,
affect, anxiety, stress, health, job performance, and personality. If you mainly work night
shifts, you will receive the surveys at either 6PM, 12AM, or 6AM. If you mainly work day
shifts, you will receive the surveys at either 6AM, 12PM, or 6PM

These surveys expire after 6 hours. Each survey should take less than 5-minutes to
complete.

Step 8 - Sign up for an in-person Study Off-boarding
session
1. Following completion of wearing sensors and completing Brief Daily Surveys, you
will be asked to sign up for a 30-minute in-person off-boarding session.
a. During this off-boarding session, you will read an audio script.
b. You will also be given instructions for sending information from the RealizD
application to the research team using the same email address you provided
at the beginning of your participation.
c. You will also be emailed your survey responses for surveys that were
administered through the TILES application.
d. You will return your wearable sensors; you will, however, get to keep your
Fitbit Charge 2.
This concludes the in-person off-boarding session.

This will conclude your participation in the study. Please note that the research team may
get information about you from your employer, like sick days taken.
All of these procedures are done solely for research purposes.

Contact Information
If you have any questions about your participation or about the study, please contact our research
team, tiles@ee.usc.edu , (323-628-4002.
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TILES website
http://sail.usc.edu/tiles
Please refer to this website any time throughout your participation in this study. Here, you can find
answers to frequently answered questions and instructional videos about how to use your sensors.
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